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Opinion statement

The increased risk for cardiovascular events in aging cancer survivors and those
undergoing certain chemotherapeutic treatments has raised concern for more rigor-
ous screening and surveillance methods above that of the general population. At
this time, there are limited guidelines for how to best manage this vulnerable
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cohort. Questions regarding timing of screening, choice of imaging modality and
risk reduction strategies—especially in those patients with known atherosclerotic
disease—remain to be elucidated. Over a decade of case series, retrospective studies
and clinical trials have shed light on the evolving role of cardiac computed tomog-
raphy (CT) in this population, of which there is a relative paucity of data regarding
its potential utility in the specific cardio-oncology population. Focusing on ability
of cardiac CT to evaluate multiple cardiac and vascular structures, provide diagnostic
and prognostic information, as well as assist interventional and surgical colleagues
in surgical/percutaneous valve replacement and revascularization strategies is the
premise for this review.

Introduction

In 2018, an estimated 1,735,350 new cancer
cases—with 609,640 cancer deaths—occurred in the
United States [1]. In addition, an estimated 15.5
million cancer survivors were also residing in the
USA in 2018, representing 4.8% of the total popula-
tion; 62% of which were 65 years or older. This
number is expected to grow to 26.1 million survivors
by 2040 [2]. Given the improved survival in cancer
patients over the last several decades due to signifi-
cant advances in drug therapy and surveillance ef-
forts, the need to address cardiovascular outcomes in
this aging population during and after treatment has
become a focus of interest in the emerging multi-
disciplinary field of cardio-oncology.

Cancer patients who have been exposed to high-
risk chemotherapeutic regimens and/or mediastinal
radiation are pre-disposed to both short- and long-
term cardiovascular complications [3, 4]. Moreover,
recently, it has been reported that 1 in 10 patients
undergoing percutaneous coronary interventions had
either a current or historical diagnosis of cancer [5].
Years of prospective analyses from the Childhood
Cancer Survivor Study have demonstrated increased
prevalence of hypertension, coronary artery disease
(CAD), heart failure, and valvular heart disease
amongst 9 10,000 adult survivors of childhood can-
cer [6]. In adults with colorectal cancer, cardiovascu-
lar mortality may surpass that of colorectal cancer
death 8 years post-diagnosis [7, 8]. Likewise, cardio-
vascular morbidity and mortality are an important
competing risk in elderly female breast cancer pa-
tients [9]. That being said, the natural timeline of
developing cardiovascular disease in both childhood
and adult cancer survivors remains unclear, calling

for a need to refine risk stratification in this popula-
tion. Furthermore, a recent analysis from the Multi-
Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA) suggested
that coronary atherosclerosis and cancer may devel-
op during the same phase of life, supported by the
notion of increased risk of new coronary artery cal-
cium development in the subjects who also devel-
oped cancer during follow-up [10]. The association
of increased cardiovascular risk burden with higher
cardiovascular mortality and death supports the no-
tion for a better control of modifiable risk factors
[11]. Importantly, better cardiovascular risk profiles
are associated with lower healthcare cost and better
outcomes in cancer patients [12].

Cardiac CT, which includes non-contrast CT and
CT angiography (CTA), is already used as non-
invasive imaging modality with superior visualiza-
tion of coronary anatomy that can risk stratify,
diagnose and guide treatment decisions in this at-
risk population. Cardiac CT provides high-
resolution imaging of coronary, pericardial, struc-
tural, and vascular anatomy, and offers potential
non-invasive insights into subclinical atherosclerot-
ic disease induced or accelerated by chemotherapy
and radiation. This review aims to highlight the use
of cardiac CT in providing pre-treatment cardiovas-
cular risk stratification for cardiotoxicity and evalu-
ation of cardiac events during treatment and long-
term surveillance, and reviews the evidence to date
of utilizing this evolving technology in a unique
population (Fig. 1). The utility of cardiac CT in
evaluating primary and secondary malignancies in-
volving the heart is beyond the scope of this
document.
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Pre-treatment risk stratification

Mediastinal radiation and certain chemotherapy agents have known implica-
tions for cardiovascular disease. Along with anthracyclines, other chemother-
apies including trastuzumab, fluoropyrimidines, cisplatin, taxanes, and tyrosine
kinase inhibitors have all been linked with cardiovascular events [13]. With
regards to radiation therapy, the effects on essentially all structures of the heart
have beenwell documented inHodgkin lymphoma and breast cancer survivors.
The estimated cumulative incidence of radiation-induced heart disease is 10–
30% 5 to 10 years after treatment [14]. The dose related to radiation treatments
is measured in grey (Gy) units, which is the absorption of 1 J of ionizing
radiation energy by 1 kg of tissue. Even minimal doses have been associated
with long-term cardiovascular consequences, which is important in view of the
improving radiation techniques over time with overall lower exposures [13,
15].

Although there have been improvements in radiotherapy techniques
with the advent of 3-D conformal imaging, the development of intensity-
modulated radiotherapy and proton therapy, the long-term sequela of
these newer treatments are relatively unknown. In agreement with the
historical perspective on this topic, the 2017 American Society of Clinical

Fig. 1. Potential applications of cardiac computed tomography in visualizing the entire spectrum of cardiovascular disease induced
by cancer treatments.
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Oncology clinical practice guidelines has deemed radiotherapy in the area
of the heart at doses ≥ 30 Gy in isolation, or at lower levels when com-
bined with anthracycline and/or trastuzumab, to pose an increased risk for
developing cardiac dysfunction [16]. While there has been much research
looking at the incidence of cardiomyopathy, data assessing objective
markers of atherosclerotic disease and its contribution to short- and
long-term cardiotoxicity has been ill-defined.

Preexisting CAD and associated cardiovascular risk factors may increase
the risk of cardiovascular events in those exposed to chemotherapy or
radiation. This information dates back several decades with reports of a
four-fold increase in cardiac events in patients with a cardiac history who
received 5-fluorouracil, as well as significantly worsened left ventricular
dysfunction in cardiac patients who receive anthracyclines [17, 18]. In
lymphoma patients previously treated with radiation, cardiac risk factors
pose an increased threat compared to a non-cardiac population [19]. Small
molecule inhibitors—targeted therapies that have rapidly advanced onco-
logic care—possess a side effect profile that may predispose patients with
underlying atherosclerosis to worsening blood pressure control, peripheral
artery disease (PAD), and even heart failure [20].

There remains a paucity of literature for pre-treatment risk stratification
in those patients with underlying atherosclerotic burden. Traditionally, the
focus has been on assessment of left ventricular function in patients
receiving anthracyclines or trastuzumab. The 2016 Canadian Cardiovascu-
lar Society published pre-treatment guidelines for management of cardio-
vascular complications from chemotherapy included recommendations for
strict blood pressure control and 12-lead ECGs prior to receiving QTc-
prolonging agents [21]. Current recommendations, including the American
Society of Echocardiography (ASE) and the European Association of Car-
diovascular Imaging (EACVI), suggest the use of the same imaging modal-
ity (and preferably vendor) to monitor left ventricular function before,
during, and after completion of cancer therapy, as well as evaluating
myocardial strain for subclinical ventricular dysfunction [22]. However,
to date, no formal guidelines exist for pre-treatment coronary evaluation
and/or risk assessment.

Given the theoretical cardiotoxicity risk in patients with CAD, there is a need
for pre-treatment screening tools. One such method is the coronary artery
calcium (CAC) score (non-contrast cardiac CT scan). CAC scoring is an afford-
able and reproducible test (typical effective radiation dose of 1–1.5 mSv) that
identifies calcium deposition in coronary vasculature [23]. Prior prospective,
randomized trials have demonstrated asymptomatic individuals who
underwent CAC had greater cardiac risk factor control without increased down-
stream medical testing compared to those who were assessed with clinical risk
calculation alone [24]. Along with 10-year atherosclerotic cardiovascular dis-
ease risk assessment, CAC scoring in intermediate-risk patients may delineate
those who benefit from primary prevention measures including lipid-lowering
agents, aggressive diabetes control, and tighter blood pressure management per
the updated AHA/ACC guidelines prior to receiving chemotherapy or radiation
[25]. This has been corroborated in breast cancer patients in whomCAC scoring
appears to serve as a marker for more aggressive risk reduction prior to treat-
ment. A consecutive study was performed with 939 female breast cancer
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patients treated with radiotherapy, with CAC scores ranging from 0 to 2,859
(mean 27.3). The 9-year cumulative incidence of acute coronary events was
3.2%, with a significant association with the pre-treatment CAC score even after
correcting for higher mediastinal radiation exposure. A high CAC score (≥ 400)
had a hazard ratio of 4.95 (95% CI 1.69–14.53, p = 0.004) for acute coronary
events compared to patients with a CAC score of 0 [26•]. Given its common
role in cancer surveillance, non-ECG-gated chest CTs routinely obtained by
oncologists can reliably detect CAC [27•]. Therefore, non-cardiac CT scans that
are often acquired for the evaluation of cancer patients can be used to risk-
stratify those patients. Recent guidelines of the Society of Cardiovascular CT
support the role of CAC detection on non-cardiac scan, semiquantitative as-
sessment of CAC burden, and use of these results for the guidance of preven-
tative therapies [28]. Further, CAC scoring during lung cancer chest CT screening
can serve as a marker to identify an at-risk population [29, 30]. While CAC
scoring may have a role in evaluating patients treated with radiation therapy,
limited data exist for its use as a screening tool prior to chemotherapy or
radiation and prospective studies are needed to evaluate the impact of subclin-
ical atherosclerosis on short- and long-term cardiotoxicity. In addition, recent
retrospective data in high-risk populations, such as Hodgkin lymphoma, have
shown a cumulative incidence of cardiovascular events in survivors at greater
than 50%. Such a high event rate warrants more aggressive screening where
traditional cardiovascular risk factor assessment may not apply [31]. Certain
societies have advocated for the use of CAC/coronary CTA screening in cancer
survivors, or in patients with suspected acute coronary syndrome who are at
high risk of invasive coronary angiography-related complications, including the
ASE/EACVI [32]. Further prospective research is warranted to assess if CAC
scoring predicts cardiovascular events in the oncology patient population dur-
ing treatment with cardiotoxic agents, and an increased cardiovascular risk in
survivors compared to the general population and whether preventative thera-
pies (e.g., statins) may improve cardiovascular and/or cancer outcomes.

Coronary CTA is a highly sensitive tool that provides superior imaging of
coronary anatomy with increasingly shorter acquisition times and lower radia-
tion exposure, particularly with multi-detector CT. Depending on the protocol
used, radiation from coronary CTA is generally less than that of radionuclide
imaging or invasive coronary angiography, with typically estimated radiation
doses between 1 and 4 mSv using modern scanners and dose-reducing proto-
cols. According to the 2014 ACC/AHA stable ischemic heart disease guidelines,
it is a reasonable testing modality in intermediate-risk patients with an unin-
terpretable ECG who are unable to exercise, patients with prior equivocal stress
test findings, or patients with persistent symptoms despite normal stress test
results [33]. Its strength lies predominantly in its superior negative predictive
value in excluding CAD. Moreover, in patients with equivocal stress imaging
studies, CCTA may adjudicate use of invasive coronary angiography [34]. In an
at-risk population who will receive chemotherapy or radiation, coronary CTA
may be a reasonable alternative as a pre-treatment risk assessment tool. While
the positive detection of CAD by coronary CTA should rarely preclude patients
from receiving chemotherapy or radiation, it should drive cardio-oncologists to
more aggressive secondary risk reduction strategies. To what extent pre-
treatment coronary CTA would benefit, this patient population necessitates
further investigation.
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Monitoring for cardiovascular toxicity during treatment

A spectrum of cardiovascular toxicities with chemotherapy exists, and chest CT
imaging may provide useful information regarding both heart and lung pathol-
ogy, including pneumonitis, pulmonary embolism, pleural effusion/conges-
tion, pericardial disease (effusion and metastases), acute coronary syndrome,
valvular heart disease, and PAD. Along with the knowledge of a given chemo-
therapeutic agent’s cardiovascular toxicities, coronary CTA may benefit pro-
viders in early detection and diagnosis of these potential complications.

Several agents associatedwith acute coronary syndrome have been described
above [4, 13, 18]. Following standard of care stable chest painmanagement per
ACC/AHA guidelines, direct visualization of the coronary arteries by coronary
CTA may be an appropriate alternative in low to moderate risk patients,
especially given its high negative predictive value [35]. This is especially impor-
tant as the recent 5-year outcomes data from the randomized Scottish comput-
ed tomography of the heart (SCOT-HEART) trial in non-cancer patients dem-
onstrated that coronary CTA can decrease cardiac death and myocardial infarc-
tion by approximately 40% as compared to functional stress testing [36•]. In
the setting of hematologic derangements (anemia, thrombocytopenia, coagu-
lation abnormalities), invasive coronary angiography may be restricted second-
ary to bleeding risk, with coronary CTA being a reasonable option in this subset
of patients presentingwith cardiotoxicmanifestations to exclude acute coronary
syndrome. Angiographically intermediate appearing coronary lesions may ben-
efit from developing technologies of functional coronary physiology, such as
non-invasive CT-derived fractional flow reserve (FFRCT), to provide a non-
invasive, informed risk-benefit guidance for intervention who may be at elevat-
ed risk for complication from repeated invasive procedures [37]. Along with
direct visualization of the coronary vasculature to exclude CAD in patients
presenting with conditions mimicking acute coronary syndrome, e.g., stress-
induced cardiomyopathy, coronary CTA can also identify structural abnormal-
ities such as valvular disease and intracardiac thrombosis.

Acute myocarditis, a potential sequela of immunotherapies—including, but
not limited to high-dose interleukin-2 therapy and programmed death-ligand-1
inhibitors (immune checkpoint inhibitors)—can be diagnosed non-invasively
with cardiovascular magnetic resonance late gadolinium enhancement and T2-
weighted imaging. However, in those patients with contraindication to mag-
netic resonance imaging or gadolinium, coronary CTA may be a viable alterna-
tive. Delayed CT acquisition has demonstrated good correlation with cardiac
magnetic resonance in areas of delayed enhancement, ranging from subendo-
cardial ischemia and fibrosis to acute myocarditis. However, given that such
protocols require iodinated contrast exposure and increased radiation exposure,
the overall efficacy and benefit of this application of coronary CTA require
further study [38].

Long-term CAD surveillance

Although premature atherosclerosis is a recognized sequela of some chemo-
therapies and radiation exposure, post-treatment CAD surveillance data has
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been inconsistent. The most commonly studied groups—breast cancer and
Hodgkin lymphoma survivors—suffer from cardiovascular events with a rela-
tive risk two-to-five times greater than that of the general population [3, 39,
40••, 41]. The cause of which may be explained by a disproportionate effect of
radiation on the ostia and proximal segments of the coronary arteries [42].
Traditional cardiac risk factors appear to synergistically contribute to CAD in
this population [43••]. While radiotherapy regimens have shifted toward less
radiation and tissue-specific targeting, even minimal exposure has been associ-
ated with increased major coronary events, which increases at a linear propor-
tion to radiation exposure [39]. Further, these patients have increased rates of
valvular disease and revascularization procedures, both of which portend a
poorer prognosis than the general population [44].

Post-treatment cancer survivors with CAD can be asymptomatic, particularly
in radiation survivors where autonomic dysfunction has been associated with
mediastinal radiation [45]. Coronary CTA is an ideal surveillance tool for this
population given its superior sensitivity to stress testing, especially for those
with false-negative stress testing (e.g., balanced ischemia in nuclear myocardial
perfusion imaging with ostial stenoses) that may benefit from aggressive risk
reduction strategies. This was made apparent by Rademaker et al. who identi-
fied asymptomatic CAD in eight of nine previously treated Hodgkin lymphoma
patients; subsequent to diagnosis by coronary CTA, one patient underwent
percutaneous intervention and another coronary artery bypass surgery [46]. In
a similar population, CAC volume scores greater than 200 correlated with
known CAD, identifying a post-treatment role for screening with CAC scoring
[31]. Coronary CTA has also been used in post-treatment surveillance; in one
study, it identified significant CAD in 19 of 119 asymptomatic Hodgkin lym-
phoma patients; some of whom required revascularization following results of
their scan [47].

The 2018 National Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines for Hodgkin
lymphoma survivors has stated that coronary CTA abnormalities are detectable
in nearly 15% of the patients within the first 5 years after treatment, and their
incidence significantly increases 10 years after treatment. Furthermore, they
advise stress testing/echocardiography at 10-year intervals after treatment with-
out mention of direct CAD monitoring [48]. An ASE/EACVI consensus state-
ment recommends stress testing every 5 years after radiation therapy to the
chest in high-risk cancer patients [32]. Regarding age cut-offs, Heidenreich et al.
and Van Leeuwen-Segarceanu et al. recommend commencing CAD screening
with CAC scoring in Hodgkin lymphoma survivors 5 years out from radiation
therapy if older than 45 years of age and starting 10 years out if younger [41,
45]. The rationale for screening frequency screening is driven by the risk of
accelerated atherosclerosis in mediastinal radiation patients with CAD reported
as early as one year out from therapy [45]. At present, these are conceptually
attractive strategies that require translation in modifying disease progression.

Long term radiation-induced valvulopathy

Valvular disease is an often-overlooked long-term complication of mediastinal
radiation. Mitral and aortic valves are most commonly affected, resulting in
either insufficiency or stenosis, with symptomatology ranging from mild to
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severe [3]. The reported prevalence of valve dysfunction ranges from 5–40%
and typically presents 15 to 20 years after initial radiation exposure [49]. These
patients are often younger at time of valve replacement, and undergo valve
surgery more often than the general population [50]. Anthracyclines, a corner-
stone for Hodgkin lymphoma treatment,may also pose an additive risk to valve
dysfunction [51].

Echocardiography is the standard of care for non-invasive valve screening in
post-treatment Hodgkin lymphoma patients. Some groups including the ASE/
EACVI recommend screening starting at 10 years out from mediastinal radia-
tion and repeating every 5 years, or at onset of cardiovascular complaints [13,
41]. Given the potential hemodynamic sequela of end-stage valvular disease,
there is a need for a more sensitive screening tool, especially when echocardio-
graphic images are suboptimal secondary to body habitus or hyperinflated
lungs. Cardiac CTA may fill this void as a reliable alternative for valve assess-
ment as it is not dependent on the operator or acoustic window shadowing
[50]. Further, radiation-induced valvular disease rarely exists in isolation and
may also be associated with premature CAD and/or radiation-induced constric-
tive pericarditis (CT is effective in detecting calcific deposits in the pericardium),
allowing for surveillance of several disease processes with one imaging modal-
ity. If there is a need for surgical or transcatheter valve replacement, preoperative
coronary CTA may negate the need for invasive coronary angiography given its
high negative predictive value for excluding obstructive CAD, as well as provid-
ing adjunctive valve dimension, valve positioning information, and vascular
anatomy prior to the procedure. Further, cardiac CT is essential in pre-
procedural planning of transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) [52]. In
those patients with known malignancy, TAVR for severe aortic stenosis is
associated with improved survival, regardless of cancer type [53]. In a world-
wide registry evaluating 222 patients with active malignancy undergoing TAVR,
patients had similar short term but worse long-term prognosis, with mortality
mainly being driven by cancer. It is notable that at 1 year, up to one third of
patients were in remission or cured of their cancer, with TAVR likely being an
intervention allowing them to proceed with their cancer treatments [54]. Thus,
pre-procedural imaging with CCTA may provide anatomic information of
cardiac and vascular disease not only for the structural intervention, but also
provide information that may drive long-term cardiovascular treatments to
attenuate long-term risk of cardiac events, especially with patients who have a
good long-term prognosis with their cancer. Other affected organs from radio-
therapy may also be appreciated involving the aorta, lungs, and other cardiac
structures, including the pericardium.

Peripheral artery disease from vasculotoxic therapies

Several small molecule inhibitors and radiotherapy in the abdomen and lower
extremities have been linked with accelerated progression of PAD, especially in
those patients with underlying preexisting cardiovascular risk factors [55–58].
Nilotinib and ponatinib—two tyrosine kinase inhibitors used for the treatment
of Philadelphia chromosome-positive chronic myelocytic leukemia—have
been associated with rapidly progressive peripheral atherosclerosis, sometimes
resulting in early termination of crucial therapy [58, 59]. Several retrospective
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analyses have reported occlusive PAD events following ponatinib and nilotinib
administration in as many as 40% and 25%, respectively. The pathophysiology
of this mechanism is likely related to endothelial cell injury and aggravated in
those with preexisting vascular disease [59]. Risk stratification should be con-
sidered for preexisting PAD prior to initiation of such high-risk treatments. If
there is a concern for vascular claudication symptoms, a thorough history and
physical exam should guide further evaluation by performing ankle-brachial
indices and possibly peripheral CTA with distal runoff prior to initiating ther-
apy. Given the concomitant risk of CAD, detection and subsequent treatment of
PAD may also provide opportunity to prevent future coronary events.

Future directions

With the current advances in cancer-targeted therapy and lower, more specific
radiation dosing, the optimal screening for asymptomatic cardiac disease is
unknown. Extrapolating screening recommendations by the aforementioned
groups to others treated with cardiotoxic chemotherapy and radiation regimens
requires prospective analysis, with cardiac CT/coronary CTA being a viable
screening option for subclinical/clinical atherosclerotic disease. In addition,
there should be a low threshold for evaluation of potential cardiac symptoms
in high-risk cancer survivors and that routine counseling and surveillance are
indicated after Hodgkin lymphoma therapy to ensure timely interventions. For
patients with multiple cardiovascular risk factors, early screening for CAD
before initiation of chemotherapy or radiation may optimize cardiovascular
therapy with the goal of preventing premature discontinuation of vital cancer
treatment. The assessment of non-cardiac CT scan should include detection and
CAC, and preventative therapies (e.g., statins) should be considered in patients
with evidence of coronary atherosclerosis. Coronary CTA can also provide a
non-invasive imaging modality in excluding or evaluating for atherosclerotic
disease in patients undergoing treatments who develop cardiotoxic reactions
that may mimic acute coronary syndrome but are too high risk to undergo
invasive angiography. Finally, detection of CAD in cancer survivors also poses
management dilemmas in asymptotic individuals. Along with initiating ACC/
AHA guideline–directed therapy, novel lipid-lowering agents—e.g., PCSK9
inhibitors—may be a focus of interest in this susceptible subset of patients.
With the increasing worldwide prevalence of cancer survivors, improving car-
diovascular health through preventative screening initiatives, potentially with
the utility of coronary CTA, is the next chapter for this aging population.
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